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niki de saint phalle – group exhibitions niki charitable ... - october. together with jean tinguely, niki de
saint phalle represents france and creates le paradis fantastique. this collaborative sculpture, which is installed
on the roof of the french pavilion, consists of nine large polyester figures painted in neon colors by niki de saint
phalle and combined with six massive kinetic machines by jean tinguely. niki de saint phalle: a
psychological approach to her ... - jean tinguely in her garden in sosy. niki de saint phalle’s relationship to
jean tinguely is a seldom encountered example of a successful and highly fruitful collaboration between two
artistic personalities, who were allied at first as friends and later as a couple in a dynamic and difficult
relationship. niki de saint phalle: the female figure and her ambiguous ... - niki de saint phalle: the
female figure and her ambiguous place in art history abstract niki de saint phalle had a fearless approach in
her representation of women and her invitation of audience ... jean tinguely. unlike saint phalle, tinguely was
not a self-taught artist. his most famous work, niki de saint phalle: freedom would be mine - niki’s life
with partners, self and womanhood were impacted by the sexual abuse from her father during her
adolescence. niki and harry separate in 1960 – harry moves to a new apartment with the children. niki would
marry jean tinguely (an artist of the new realists movement). their relationship is one of the boundaries,
intimacy, trust, and niki de saint phalle, jean tinguely: artrust exposes in ... - niki de saint phalle, jean
tinguely: artrust exposes in melano the contemporary art’s rebel couple after the exhibition dedicated to
françois gall last spring, artrust is going to present a new one in autumn with niki de saint phalle and jean
tinguely’s work on display, two of the most famous exponents of contemporary art. in its a planned and
preventive conservation project for the ... - designed by niki de saint phalle and her husband jean
tinguely, the famous swiss artist and architect, it draws inspiration from the ﬁrst twenty-two tarot cards and
derives from two main historical roots: the sacro bosco (sacred wood) in bomarzo, constructed by the architect
pirro ligorio around the second half niki de saint phalle chronology (1930-2002) - escondido - niki de
saint phalle (1930-2002) 4 in 1966, collaborates with tinguely and per olof ultlvedt on a large-scale sculptural
installation, hon (swedish for “she”) for the moderna museet, stockholm. the outer form of hon is a giant,
reclining nana whose internal environment is entered from between her legs. artist niki de saint phalle solo
shows - museum san diego, ca, usa niki de saint phalle – céramiques et mosaïques, galerie bonnier, geneva,
switzerland 1997 niki de saint phalle + jean tinguely, kunst raum, bayreuth, germany tarocchi di niki de saint
phalle, polveriera guzman, orbetello, italy niki de saint phalle, kunstverein, wolfsburg, germany niki de saint
phalle, galerie kornfeld, bern, switzerland culture museum tinguely - roche - culture museum tinguely what
is the museum tinguely? the museum tinguely is dedicated to the life™s work of the swiss artist jean tinguely
(1925-1991), who grew up in basel and, as a member of the parisian avant-garde in the 1950s and ... niki de
saint phalle and yves klein Š to such major sources of inspiration as marcel duchamp and niki de saint
phalle’s international workshop - escondido - argentinean-born marcelo zitelli first met saint phalle in
1987 in paris where he had come to work in the theater. for the first five years, he lived in the artist’s home,
assisting her in the making of small maquettes from original drawings, and working with her and jean tinguely
on the fountain at château chinon for niki de saint phalle: the artist - missouri botanical garden - kinetic
sculptor, jean tinguely, who became her creative collaborator, and later her husband in 1971. niki, as she liked
to be called, became known around the world in the early 1960s for her “shooting paintings” as she called
them, in which s he would fire bullets through containers of paint, spilling them onto a canvas. niki de saint
phalle ed pack - tate - in 1955 niki de saint phalle met sculptor jean tinguely, who was supportive of her
work and introduced her to the nouveaux réalistes, a group of young artists around critic pierre restany. they
abandoned traditional painting and sculpture in favour of a two-dimensional art that represented objects in
their intrinsic “reality”. niki monograph bio lh - missouri botanical garden - niki de saint phalle and jean
tinguely travel to mexico. on may 4, niki de saint phalle, jean tinguely and many other artists take part in
kenneth koch’s play, the construction of boston , directed by merce cunningham. on stage at the maidman
playhouse, new york is her “shooting sculpture,” vénus de milo.
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